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Introduction

In November 2007, Brockington and Associates, Inc., conducted an intensive cultural

resources survey of the proposed railroad corridor that will serve the proposed William S. Lee III

Nuclear Station (hereinafter referred to as the Lee Nuclear Station or LNS) in Cherokee County,

South Carolina. The proposed corridor for the railroad line is seven miles long and approximately

50 feet wide, extending from the northwestern portion of the plant site west to Gaffney. This corridor

is the Area of Potential effect (APE). We also considered possible visual or audible effects to known

historic properties near the corridor. The proposed rail line lies almost entirely within the existing

rail bed and right-of-way acquired and constructed in the 1970s for the former Cherokee project.

Figure 1 presents the location of the tract on the USGS Blacksburg South quadrangle.

The survey was conducted in partial compliance with the National Environmental Protection

Act (NEPA) to determine if the undertaking will affect historic properties (i.e., archaeological sites,

buildings, structures, objects, or districts eligible for or listed on the National Register of Historic

Places [NRHP]). Compliance will be administered by the regulatory programs of the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC). This survey was completed in compliance with state laws and

regulations concerning the management of historic properties.

The cultural resources portion of the NEPA process will be completed in four phases. The

first phase is the 2,000-acre plant site. The scope was approved by the South Carolina State Historic

Preservation Office (SHPO) in late February 2007, and the survey was completed on March 12-14,

2007. The remaining phases involve infrastructure, including future railroad, transmission lines, and

water discharge. This study includes the railroad line survey. We will submit to SHPO a separate

proposed scope for the survey of the water discharge facility and transmission line corridors in the

near future after their locations have been determined.

There is one existing business within the right-of-way. Duke Energy plans to acquire a small

section of new right-of-way to avoid the business. We conducted an archaeological survey of the
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new alignment in this area. No archaeological sites or isolated artifacts were identified. 

This portion of the project lies within the existing corridor which was extensively graded

during the original project. There will be no new ground disturbance within 38CK68. We visually

inspected 3 8CK68 to assess the potential for any extant features that may remain at the site to be

adversely affected by construction or operation of the railroad through vibration or visual intrusion.

Construction of the railroad within the existing corridor through 3 8CK68 will have no adverse effect

on this historic property. The remainder of the right-of-way was extensively graded and/or filled as

well and has very little potential to contain historic properties; we do not recommend any further

investigations in these areas.

Methods of Investigation

Project Objective. The objective of the cultural resources investigations was to assess the

potential for the construction and use of the railroad to affect potential cultural resources. Tasks

performed to accomplish this objective include background research, archaeological survey, and

architectural survey. Methods employed for each of these tasks are described below.

Background Research. The authors conducted research at the South Carolina Institute of

Archaeology and Anthropology (SCIAA) and the South Carolina Department of Archives and

History (SCDAH) to identify nearby areas of previous cultural resources investigations and the

locations of known archaeological sites, historic architectural resources, and historic properties

within one mile of the project corridor. The purposes of the archival research were to identify

potential Pre- or Post-Contact archaeological sites and buildings and to develop a historic context

that would assist in evaluating cultural resources.

Archaeological Survey. Intensive archaeological survey entailed the systematic examination

of the proposed new alignment segment of the corridor. We employed methods recommended in the

South Carolina Standards and Guidelines for Archaeological Investigations (SCDAH 2005). Shovel

tests were excavated at 100-foot intervals along transects spaced 100 feet apart, or 15 meters north

and south of the centerline of the new alignment.

Architectural Survey. The project architectural historian conducted an intensive architectural

survey of all aboveground cultural resources within the project tract and a 300-foot area surrounding

the project area to take into account any possible visual effects of the proposed undertaking (see
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Figure 1). The survey was designed to identify, record, and evaluate all historic architectural

resources (buildings, structures, objects, designed landscapes, and/or sites with aboveground

components) in the project. Field survey methods complied with the Survey Manual. South Carolina

Statewide Survey of Historic Places (SCDAH 2007) and National Register Bulletin 24, Guidelines

for Local Surveys: A Basis for Preservation Planning (Parker 1985).

Previous Cultural Resources Investigations In and Near the Corridor

There are two sites near the right-of-way, sites 38CK38 and 38CK68 (see Figure 1). Site

38CK68,  is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Ferguson and Cowan

(1986:91, 93) describe this site as follows:

Site 3 8CK3 8 was one of several sites recorded in the late 1 970s. The site is recorded as a

small Pre-Contact site, and the site form on file at SCIAA indicates that the site is probably not
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eligible. Keith Derting, State Site Files Manager at SCIAA, indicated that he considers the location

of the site, as well as several others recorded in this area at the same time, to be problematic.

Results of the Field Investigations

Results of the Archaeological Survey. The project tract consists of mostly heavy slopes

greater than 15 percent. The only level ground within the project tract was fabricated by machinery

when the original bed of the railroad was constructed in the 1970s. Within the project tract, the

railroad bed appears to have been cut into the side of a large hill. A portion of the ice plant was

constructed on the railroad bed, and the paved driveway into the plant from People's Creek Road lies

along the railroad bed also. Duke Energy plans to widen the current railroad alignment to the north

along the driveway so that the ice plant will continue to have access to People's Creek Road. The

new alignment of the railroad will also shift north of the ice plant, since the plant sits on the old

alignment.

Investigators excavated 12 shovel tests at 100-foot intervals north and south of the centerline

of the new alignment. Figure 2 presents an aerial view of the proposed alignment shift. Figure 3

presents a plan of the new alignment showing the location of the shovel tests. Shovel tests revealed

varying soil profiles that reflect gravelly sand fill north of the existing railroad bed and erosional

deposits from the steep hillside south of the railroad bed. Red clay was observed at the ground

surface or directly underneath grass in almost all cases where the ground was level. On the hillside to

the south of the railroad bed, rock was on the surface in most cases. A large portion of the right-of-

way for the new railroad alignment lies within the plant which consists of large paved surfaces and

extremely steep slopes greater than 15 percent. No artifacts were recovered from the shovel tests; all

were negative.

Investigators walked the current alignment of the railroad bed through NR}{P-listed property

38CK68 to inspect for any ruins from the nineteenth-century-era Figure 4

presents a view of this portion of the APE. The majority of the railroad bed lies in an extremely deep

manmade cut through the landform on which the furnace site sits. The archaeologists who recorded

the site noted that the ruins faced 

 The railroad bed runs through the southern side of the landform, through a saddle

between the hilltop on which the furnace site sits and the hill to the southwest. Investigators visually

inspected the length of the railroad bed as it lies through the site. No cut or dressed stones

resembling the remnants of stone ruins or architecture were seen, nor were any pilings of stone
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indicative of foundations observed. Using the old
railroad bed as a railroad today will have no

adverse effect on NRHP-listed property 3 8CK68.

Results of the Architectural Survey.

Brockington's architectural historian conducted a
reconnaissance of the railroad line that will be used
in the current project. The railroad line was

constructed in the 1970s and is not yet 50 years of
Figure 4. View of the railroad corridor age; therefore, according to SCDAH (2007)
through 38CK68. regulations, it was not inventoried or assessed. As

planned, the proposed project will utilize the

current railroad line, with one reroute near the town of Gaffney. The current railroad line and the
proposed reroute comprise the architectural survey universe. See Figure 1 for a portion of the USGS

Blacksburg South quadrangle map showing the architectural survey universe.

The architectural historian first examined the USGS Blacksburg South quadrangle map,

which contained the project area, to identify any aboveground resources along the line that might be
50 years of age. Upon inspection of the map, he did not identify any possible resources. Next he

conducted a windshield survey of portions of the railroad line that could be reached without

trespassing. Again, he identified no new historic architectural resources along the current railroad

line and expansion of the line that would require inventory or assessment according to SCDAH

regulations. Finally, the architectural historian walked portions of the railroad line in an effort to

identify any other resources. Again, no historic architectural resources were identified.

Since there are no eligible historic resources along the current railroad line or the new
construction, and since the proposed undertaking will not require any major alterations to the

railroad line, we recommend that there will be no effect on any aboveground resources by the

proposed undertaking.

Project Summary

The proposed railroad line to provide service to the LNS in Cherokee County will not affect

any historic properties. With the exception of a small section of realignment to avoid taking an
existing plant, the entire corridor is within an existing, graded alignment. Archaeological survey of
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the proposed alignment shift did not identify any sites or isolated finds. There are no historic

architectural resources near the corridor.

This survey is part of a multiphase program in which Duke Energy is engaged. In

consultation with SHPO, Duke Energy will also complete a survey of the proposed transmission

lines and water discharge area as part of the Section 106 process for the overall NRC licensing of the

LNS.
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